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Mentor Equipping

Mentor Equipping

Every thoughtful Christian
leader has at some point
prayed for...

Few emerging Christian leaders receive the
empowering one to one support, accountability,
encouragement and equipping from an experienced
leader that they deeply long for.

• an experienced and godly
person who would listen,
understand and encourage;
• a trusted person who
would not be afraid to ask
the hard questions;
• someone to hold one to
account in a supportive
relationship;
• a wise man or woman who
can draw on life experience;
• a thoughtful guide on the
journey to maturity;
• a pastoral person who
cares and prays.

Very few receive the
mentoring they long for.
Mentor Equipping is an
opportunity to grow in the
personal and ministry skills
that will give another the
invaluable gift of spiritual,
personal and ministry
formation.

Mentor Equipping provides the environment for
leaders to reflect on their experience and to develop
skills to intentionally build into the lives of others.
The training includes opportunities for reflection on
a range of models of mentoring, tools and resources
for assisting growth, accountability and leadership
formation, and an exploration of the dynamics of
one to one relationships. The mentor's own
personality, experience, gifts and leadership is
integrated into a personal style of mentoring.

Mentor
Equipping

Places in the training program are limited to 12
participants. Acceptance follows an application and
interview.
For more information or to apply for an interview:
Sally Jones: sallyjonesmentoring@gmail.com
Phone: 0402572015
www.johnmark.net.au/mx

2021– 2023
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Mentor Equipping
Training Objectives
The training objectives are
clearly defined and are
based on improving
participants competencies in
the following areas:
• To gain a vision for
mentoring others into
ministry, leadership and
maturity
• To develop an
understanding of the biblical
basis and theology of
mentoring
• To engage in personal
spiritual formation as a
mentor
• To understand the
dynamics of the mentoring
relationship
• To acquire interpersonal
skills essential in mentoring
• To implement a one year
model of mentoring with two
to five mentorees
• To collate and develop
personal, leadership and
ministry resources for use in
mentoring
• To complete the action –
reflection learning
assignments in mentoring
• To allow mentoring to be
shaped under supervision
• To cultivate a personal style
and ministry of mentoring

“Mentoring intentionally brings the insight, wisdom and care of an experienced leader to the growth challenges,
renewal needs and developmental aspirations of an emerging leader.”

Mentor Equipping
2021 dates and costs
Residential Intensive:
(3 days/nights)21 –24th
June 2021
Workshop 2:
(one day)
3rd December 2021 (tbc)

Mentor Equipping
The object of mentoring is to encourage
whole-of-life growth in another person
whose needs, activities and ministry are
the mentor's primary consideration
Participants in the training course begin
mentoring immediately and learn in an actionreflection environment. Mentor equipping has
wide application to many ongoing training
environments in Christian organisations and is
particularly suited to leadership development.

Tim Dyer
Tim trained in psychology at Melbourne and
Monash Universities before researching and
publishing on youth homelessness as a staff
worker with Scripture Union Victoria.
Besides mentoring pastors and leaders
himself, Tim trains Christian leaders in
mentoring and pastoral leadership, and
consults with churches and denominations
on processes which create and support
leader and community health. He also trains
and supervises denominational church
consultancy teams. He has been training
mentors in 2 and 3 year non-accredited
courses for John Mark Ministries since 2008
and is a Visiting Lecturer on Mentoring for
SMBC. Tim lives in Tasmania, is married to
Merran, and they have 2 adult daughters
and 2 adult sons.

Workshop 3:
(one day)
4th March 2022 (tbc)
Venue:
Worldview Centre
41 Station Road,
St Leonards TAS 7250
Cost: $1960 per person
per year
(Training Component of
$1320 plus full
accommodation, meals
and administration
component of $640 per
year).
By arrangement with:
The John Mark Extension

Sally Jones
Sally is a trained Mentor, Spiritual Director
and Pastoral Supervisor. She has been
mentoring since 2007 and has her own
private practice. She has been an Adjunct
Faculty member for ACOM and is a Visiting
Lecturer on Mentoring at SMBC. She is the
Deputy Director of Barnabas Ministries
Listen into Life formation program for
Spiritual Directors. She has been facilitating
the MEQ course since 2011.
Sally lives in western Sydney, is married to
Brendan and has three sons.

